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Miracle Corners to Send First Ocean Freight Container of Donations to Support New
MCW Youth Center in Rwanda
NEW YORK, New York, August 25, 2009 – Miracle Corners of the World (MCW) announced
today the expected departure of a twenty-foot container of donations from New Jersey to
Rwanda at the end of August. Packed with dozens of boxes of supplies, the donations will
support programs at MCW’s new youth center in the Bugesera district, approximately 30
minutes outside Rwanda’s capital Kigali.
“I am so grateful to MCW’s friends and supporters for putting in the time and resources to
support our center,” said Jacqueline Murekatete, MCW fellow and founder of MCW’s genocide
prevention program. “Our goal is to help strengthen the capacities of center and ultimately the
community it will serve.”
Modeled after MCW centers in Tanzania and Sierra Leone, the new MCW center will host a
variety of activities including information technology (IT) education, social entrepreneurship
classes, arts and culture activities, early childhood education, language training, and trauma
counseling.
Longtime MCW supporter Everlast Logistics donated storage space at its warehouse in New
Jersey to house the donations. Frances Kim, an MCW volunteer, helped collect and deliver the
donated goods to the warehouse and to pack the ocean freight container.
The container includes several hundred boxes of books from McGraw Hill Companies. The
books will support a new library at the center. Computers to support a computer lab were also
included.
Claire Umubyeyi and other Rwandans living in the United States contributed books and
computers to the container. Barbara Hirten, a Long Island middle school teacher, added school
supplies. Syracuse University donated computers and Lyndon Community College, in response
to a request from MCW advisor Dr. Cathy DeLeo, contributed sports clothing and books.
“None of this would have been possible without the combined efforts of a diverse array of MCW
partners and friends,” said Alfred Hanssen, MCW Associate Executive Director. “These
collaborations, which are the key ingredients behind MCW’s work worldwide, have the potential
to help improve the quality of life of dozens of people."
About Miracle Corners of the World (MCW)
Miracle Corners of the World (MCW) is a non-profit organization that empowers youth to
become positive agents of change, to improve their lives and contribute to their communities.
Based in New York, MCW serves youth worldwide through leadership training, community
development, oral healthcare, and partner initiative programs. MCW established an oral
healthcare program in Tanzania in 2001. Since then, MCW has facilitated dental outreaches,
established a dental clinic in Kipera, Songea, and taught teachers about dental hygiene and

prevention.
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